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Abstract

The produced oil and gas from offshore installations are transported to on-
shore facilities for further processing, while the produced water (PW), which
commonly is more than 90% of the produced mixture by volume, has to be
cleaned before it is discharged to the surrounding sea. Danish regulations re-
quire the discharged oil-in-water (OiW) concentration to be less than 30ppm
on a weekly average, and less than 222t total oil discharge annually. How-
ever, these restrictions are very likely to become stricter due to governmental
trends toward zero harmful discharge.

Current control solutions for produced water treatment (PWT) suffer from
a set of problems associated with the produced water treatment processes
being interdependent, and sometimes contradictory. The challenges call for
solutions based on plant-wide control, which benefits from accurate and reli-
able control-oriented models of the processes, such as models of the deoiling
hydrocyclones. The field of research of computational fluid dynamics and
data-driven black-box hydrocyclone models are relatively mature and pro-
vide a good background for understanding the separation principles of a
hydrocyclone. However, the model must be relatively simple for control de-
sign purposes. Additionally, the model will likely perform better in a broader
range of operating conditions if it is derived from first principles.

A grey-box model structure is proposed that uses hydrocyclone valves
and existing measurements as input to predict various separation perfor-
mance metrics, such as grade efficiency, also called mitigation probability,
and separation efficiency. The model structure is composed of valve dynam-
ics from electrical input to actual valve opening, virtual flow resistance (VFR)
to estimate flow rates and pressures, and oil droplet trajectory (ODT) to clas-
sify oil droplets. Each main part of the model was experimentally validated
on a modified PWT pilot plant, including OiW measurements obtained from
real-time fluorescence-based monitors, and showed good accuracy and relia-
bility.

In this thesis, a versatile control-oriented grey-box model structure of a
deoiling hydrocyclone with emphasis on practical implementation is defined,
analyzed, and validated. An approach to obtain or identify all parameters of
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the model is proposed and validated. A proposed pin-cart model was for-
mulated and identified to describe the dynamics of the valves located at the
hydrocyclone outlets. The pin-cart model was validated using actual valve
data, and was able to reasonably describe the longer perceived delay when
changing valve direction. A VFR model was proposed and identified us-
ing measurements obtained from the PWT pilot plant. The VFR model was
able to predict the flow rates and pressures of the hydrocyclone with good
accuracy. The ODT model was validated using real-time fluorescence-based
OiW monitors, while addressing the challenges associated with using the
OiW monitors for validation. However, it is acknowledged that the proposed
model structure can always benefit from further validation, such as by droplet
size measurements. Additionally, the modular model structure allows future
works to incorporate effects, such as droplet coalescence and breakup. The
model is deemed valuable for control design and other observer-related pur-
poses.



Resumé

Det producerede olie og gas fra offshore-installationer transporteres til onshore-
faciliteter til yderligere forarbejdning, mens det producerede vand, der almin-
deligvis udgør mere end 90% af den producerede blanding, skal renses, før
det udledes til det omkringliggende hav. Danske lovgivninger kræver, at det
ugentlige gennemsnit af udledt oliekoncentration er mindre end 30ppm og at
der udledes mindre end 222t olie årligt. Dog vil disse begrænsninger meget
sandsynligt blive strengere på grund af politiske planer for ingen udledning
af skadelige stoffer.

Nuværende kontrolløsninger til olieudskilleranlæg lider af et sæt proble-
mer forbundet med at behandlingsprocesserne er indbyrdes afhængige og
nogle gange modstridende. Udfordringerne kræver løsninger baseret på an-
lægsomfattende proceskontrol, som drager fordel af nøjagtige og pålideli-
ge modeller af processerne, såsom modeller af olieudskiller hydrocykloner.
Forskningsområdet for CFD og datadrevne hydrocyklonmodeller er relativt
velkendt og giver en god baggrund for forståelse af hydrocyklonernes separa-
tionsprincipper. Modellen skal dog være relativt enkel for at kunne anvendes
til kontroldesign. Derudover vil modellen sandsynligvis estimere bedre i et
bredere omfang af driftsforhold, hvis modellen er udledt af første principper.

En grey-box-modelstruktur er foreslået, som bruger hydrocyklonens ven-
tiler og de eksisterende målinger som input for at estimere ydeevne, såsom
separationseffektivitet og effektivitet som funktion af oliedråbestørrelse. Mo-
delstrukturen er sammensat af ventildynamik fra det elektriske input til den
faktiske ventilåbning, virtuel modstand til at estimere strømningshastighed
og tryk, og oliedråbernes banekurver til at klassificere oliedråberne. Hver
hoveddel af modellen blev eksperimentelt valideret på et modificeret olieud-
skilleranlæg, hvor oliekoncentration blev målt af fluorescensbaserede sen-
sorer som er blevet eftervist til at have god nøjagtighed og pålidelighed. I
denne afhandling defineres, analyseres og valideres en alsidig kontrolorien-
teret grey-box-modelstruktur af en olieudskiller hydrocyklon med henblik
på praktisk implementering. En fremgangsmåde til at opnå eller identifice-
re alle parametre i modellen er foreslået og valideret. En pin-cart model blev
formuleret og identificeret til at beskrive dynamikken i ventilerne, som er pla-
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ceret ved hydrocyklonens udløb. Pin-cart modellen blev valideret ved hjælp
af ventildata og var i stand til at beskrive den forsinkelse når ventilen æn-
drer retning. Modellen, baseret på virtuel modstand, blev identificeret ved
hjælp af målinger opnået fra et olieudskilleranlæg og var i stand til at forud-
sige hydrocyklonens strømningshastigheder og tryk med god nøjagtighed.
Modellen, baseret på oliedråbernes banekurver, blev valideret ved hjælp af
fluorescensbaseret sensorer, samtidig med at adressere udfordringerne for-
bundet med at bruge realtidsmålinger af oliekoncentration til validering. Der
erkendes at den foreslåede modelstruktur kan drage fordel af yderligere va-
lidering, f.eks. med målinger af oliedråbestørrelser. Derudover tillader den
modulære modelstruktur at effekter kan inkorporeres, såsom dråbeforening
og opbrud. Modellen anses for at være værdifuld for kontroldesign og andre
observatørrelaterede formål.
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Chapter 1

Introduction and Motivation

As the world’s total primary energy supply transitions to renewable sources,
the total energy demand is predicted to increase from 662 exajoules in 2019
to 961 exajoules in 2050, at which scale the total supply of oil and gas are still
estimated to increase by 0.6% to satisfy the increased demand [1]. Offshore
oil and gas production will face a difficult challenge of treating the steadily
increasing amount of produced water (PW) during this transition. Over the
lifetime of a producing hydrocarbon reservoir, several methods are deployed
to increase yield, such as the injection of water, steam, gases, and other chem-
icals. Producers in the Danish sector of the North Sea started injecting water
in 1985 to such an extent that the extracted mixture is more than 90% water
by volume (water cut) [2–7]. In addition, the produced oil quantity from the
reservoirs declines over time to such a degree that Denmark stopped being
self-sufficient on oil in 2018 [8]. These issues change the question: "How
much oil can be extracted?" into: "How long can the operation continue to be
economically viable?" when the profits decline over time [9]. The Danish oil,
gas, and water production over time are shown in Fig. 1.1.

To avoid the large economic piping and pumping costs of transporting
the large quantity of PW to onshore facilities, the PW is treated offshore and
discharged to the sea [4]. Even though the PW undertakes several stages of
cleaning, small contents of dispersed and dissolved oil still remain, which in-
troduces a set of environmental concerns [11–18]. Various national laws and
regional regulations determine the legal discharge concentration and quan-
tity thresholds that the industry must comply with. These regulations, gener-
ally become stricter and converges toward zero harmful discharge [7, 12, 18].
For the Danish part of the North Sea, the PW must be sampled at least
twice every day and have an oil-in-water (OiW) concentration of less than
30ppm [19]. Additionally, the total annual quantity of oil discharged in the
Danish sector of the North Sea must be less than 222t [20]. This oil discharge
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Fig. 1.1: Produced oil and water, and water injected from 1972 to 2019 in the Danish sector of
the North Sea. Figure is generated using data from the Danish Energy Agency [10].

limit is specificity 202t for former Mærsk Oil in 2015 [20]. The increasing
water cut and PW quantity render the limit of total discharged oil increas-
ingly challenging to comply with, especially as the annual oil discharge from
former Mærsk Oil was ∼193t in 2015 [20].

The remaining of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 1.1 de-
scribes the background and challenges for produced water treatment (PWT),
Section 1.2 describes the motivation for improving the control-oriented mod-
els, Section 1.3 describes the problem and motivation for each included paper
contribution.

1.1 Background

The common offshore PWT train includes separator tanks, and in more than
90% of cases, also deoiling hydrocyclones, as illustrated in Fig. 1.2 [21–28].
Separator tanks are used in the first stages of PWT to separate the gas, oil,
and water by density difference [7, 29]. Within the tanks, gas fills the top, wa-
ter fills in the bottom, and oil settles on the water surface, where it eventually
skims over a baffle into the oil chamber. The size and shape of the separator
tanks vary greatly depending on operation and purpose. Typically, the wa-
ter outlet of the separator tanks has an OiW concentration of 200-1000ppm,
which is directed to the deoiling hydrocyclones to further reduce the OiW
concentration [24, 30].

1.1.1 Hydrocyclones

Hydrocyclones were introduced after World War II by the Dutch State Mines
as a new tool to separate dispersed solids from liquid, where some of the
earliest most significant research was done by [32] for separating solids from
liquid [33]. Hydrocyclones were later adopted to the offshore industry for
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Fig. 1.2: Simplified overview of a current offshore produced water treatment train. Figure is
based on illustrations from [31].

liquid-liquid separation in the 1980s, and currently deployed in many indus-
trial applications [34–36].

Hydrocyclones have the benefit of no moving parts, low space and weight
footprint, fast start-up, no additional pumping required, and ability to handle
large quantities of flow compared to membrane filtration and flotation units,
[7, 24, 27, 34, 37, 38]. Offshore deoiling hydrocyclones further reduce the
OiW concentration of the PW down to 17−45ppm such that the water may
be re-used or discharged [7, 19, 24, 37]. Hydrocyclones utilize rotating flow
to expose the fluid to high accelerations in order to enhance the separation
by density difference [7, 37, 38]. Dense materials will be forced towards the
wall of the cyclone (in this case water), and lighter materials will migrate
towards the center of the rotating flow (in this case oil) [7, 37–39]. The PW
leaves through the underflow, and the rejected oily water leaves through the
overflow, as illustrated in Fig. 1.3.

1.1.2 Control Strategy

A simplified version of the three-phase separator and the deoiling hydrocy-
clone system is shown in Fig. 1.4. The oil-water interphase level (Hwater) is
typically maintained at a reference level, by a controller actuating the under-
flow valve (Vu) using Hwater as feedback, to avoid the free oil to reach the
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Fig. 1.3: Hydrocyclone operating principle. Figure is modified from Paper E.
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Fig. 1.4: Simplified PWT system overview. Figure is based on illustrations from [40].

water outlet, and avoid water spilling over the baffle, as illustrated in Fig.
1.4 [7, 29, 41]. The actuation of Vu and the effects thereof significantly af-
fect hydrocyclone separation performance. To reduce these effects, a fixed
hydrocyclone flow split defined as

Fs =
Qo

Qi
≈ Qo

Qu
, (1.1)

is typically maintained by a controller, where Qi, Qu, and Qo are the volu-
metric inlet, underflow, and overflow flow rate, respectively. This controller
actuates the overflow valve (Vo) using the pressure drop ratio defined as

PDR =
∆Pio
∆Piu

=
Pi − Po

Pi − Pu
, (1.2)
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as feedback, where Pi, Pu, and Po are the inlet, underflow and overflow pres-
sure, respectively [26, 42]. PDR is a reasonable intermediate variable as Fs
has been proven to be monotonically increasing with PDR [26, 42]. The target
steady-state PDR is typically 1.5−3 for industrial applications and selected
based on experience or empirical studies [34, 43, 44]. The choice of using PDR
as feedback is primarily due to the accessibility, reliability, and accuracy of
pressure transmitters. However, PDR is not a direct measure of hydrocyclone
separation performance, but rather an intermediate variable. When evaluat-
ing hydrocyclone separation performance, two metrics are commonly used:
concentration reducing separation efficiency defined as

εred = 1− Cu

Ci
, (1.3)

and the volumetric oil removal separation efficiency defined as

εoil =
CoQo

CiQi
= 1− CuQu

CiQi
, (1.4)

where Ci and Cu are the inlet and underflow volumetric OiW concentra-
tion, respectively. Equation (1.3) describes the percentage reduction of OiW
concentration from inlet to underflow [37, 45]. Equation (1.4) describes the
percentage of volumetric oil removal [46, 47]. As there are several issues with
measuring reliable OiW concentrations in real-time, PDR is favored as the
control objective.

A commonly deployed control strategy of the offshore separation system
includes a list of proportional, integral, and derivative (PID) controllers as
summarized in Table 1.1 [29, 34, 42, 43].

Table 1.1: Example of the control solutions deployed for offshore deoiling.

Control Actuator Feedback
Flow split Vo PDR
Oil-water interphase Vu Hwater
Oil level Voil Hoil
Separator tank pressure Vgas Psep

The issues and challenges associated with this control strategy are well re-
viewed in [48], and can be summarized as:

• Hydrocyclone separation performance is significantly dependent on Qi,
which is determined from the oil-water interphase controller that actu-
ates Vu [49, 50].

• A too aggressive oil-water interphase controller will propagate the vari-
ations of separator tank inlet flow rate (Qin) downstream. Additionally,
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this can cause Vu to become saturated at fully closed resulting in poor
hydrocyclone performance [26, 40, 41, 49–53].

• PDR is significantly dependent on Vu, which can counteract and satu-
rate the actuation of the flow split controller [30, 40, 49].

• The oil-water interphase controller is designed to keep Hwater at a ref-
erence. However, this is not crucial as long as Hwater is within a safety
range [40].

• The relationship between PDR and εoil is uncorrelated in some operat-
ing conditions, and is an ongoing investigation topic [49, 54–56].

Common for these challenges is the fact that the systems are interconnected,
such that the effect of actuating a single valve of one system, affects several
other systems in various degrees of magnitude [50, 56]. The controllers being
designed individually and often in a trial-and-error approach, often lack the
knowledge of how it implicates the combined system performances [53, 57].
Experimental studies have investigated a solution for these challenges by de-
ploying advanced control methods, such as model predictive control (MPC)
and H∞, with promising results [40, 52, 56, 58].

1.2 Motivation

A substantial amount of studies have investigated the internal hydrocyclone
flows, pressures, performance metrics, and the effect of geometries by com-
putational fluid dynamics (CFD) modeling [59–62]. A significant amount of
the developed CFD models have been proven valid by experimental valida-
tion, such as in [60, 63]. While CFD models can be accurate, the computa-
tional intensity renders these models not suitable for control design. On the
contrary, there exist several data-driven model approaches to model the hy-
drocyclone system that only concerns the input-output relationships without
attempting to describe and without knowledge of the internal fluid dynam-
ics. While these black-box methods such as autoregressive–moving-average
model with exogenous inputs (ARMAX) models or artificial neural networks
(ANN), as in [64, 65], can be accurate and tailor-made for control design, they
require:

• Good quality and quantity of data.

• Reasonable choice of model structure.

• Reasonable balance between model complexity and computation time.
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Failing to comply with these requirements will cause the obtained black-box
model to perform poorly, especially in operating conditions that are not rep-
resented in the training data. Obtaining a sufficient quantity of data with
persistent excitation is difficult, as the data are either rare or must be ob-
tained by performing tests on the offshore facilities, which is expensive. An
alternative is to pursuit a modelless solutions, such as the Extremum Seek-
ing method [66]. Retrofit solutions, such as software updates to the existing
control of the PWT, are favored as installation of new equipment and corre-
sponding maintenance is expensive [27, 67]. As a result of these limitations,
there is an incentive to combine the first principle modeling approaches and
the data-driven approaches into one model framework. By combining these
approaches, both the understood system knowledge and the available sys-
tem data can contribute to the design of the model structures and parameter
identifications.

1.2.1 Motivation for Grey-Box Modeling

Some of the earliest results of estimating the droplet diameter with 50%
chance to be separated by the hydrocyclone (Dd50 ) are done in [68]. Promising
results have been made to describe the hydrocyclone fluid dynamics analyt-
ically, with a fixed Fs [69, 70]. However, the real system is likely to have
variations in Fs during operation, which may cause the model to perform
poorly [71]. Additionally, the flow rates are required to be known, well-
calibrated, and reliable, which might not be available.

The lack of accumulation volume, and absence of compressible gas, ren-
ders the hydrocyclone system much faster than the three-phase separator
tank system. The dynamic relationships between pressures drops and flow
rates of the hydrocyclone can be considered so fast that modeling these dy-
namics introduces unwanted extra complexity and computation costs with
insignificant improvements to the prediction performance. Due to the small
volume, the residence time inside the hydrocyclone is typically ∼2s [7, 71].

There is an incentive to use separation-based grey-box hydrocyclone mod-
els for MPC solutions, such as in [58], to enable defining constraints, such as
maximum OiW concentration of the discharged water. The defined model
must have a relatively low computation cost to be used for MPC control [66].

Motivation for Dynamical Modeling of Control Valves

The slowest dynamics of the hydrocyclone are often from the associated con-
trol valves, and should be the main focus for describing the most dominant
dynamical features of the system. Control valves are commonly deployed
with pre-installed internal valve position controllers from the manufacturer,
that aims to actuate the valve position to an externally provided reference.
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However, as control valves are physical systems with moving parts, they ex-
ert undesired dynamical behaviors, such as hysteresis and deadband, that
are reviewed and described in [72, 73]. As valves have vastly diverse char-
acteristics, there is an incentive to define the hydrocyclone model structure
to include the valves as an interchangeable model block, such that the valve
model can be tailor-made to the specific application.

Motivation for Modeling Separation Performance

While the dynamic fluid behaviors inside a hydrocyclone, such as the ef-
fects of turbulence and the processing vortex core phenomenon [74–76], affect
separation performance, they are either very fast compared to the valves or
suitable for being time-averaged. Thus, describing the internal hydrocyclone
fluid mechanics with static functional relationships is enticing. The slower
dynamic effects on hydrocyclone separation performance include wear, ero-
sion, and feed composition [77]. Several theories describe hydrocyclone sep-
aration performance, such as the concept of estimating the grade efficiency
(G), also called migration probability, which is presented in [78, 79]. Models
computing oil droplet trajectories using estimations of the internal flow fields
are described in [69, 70], and proved to be a reasonable method of obtaining
G. Additionally, [80] defines an accurate model for migration probability
using swirl intensity for estimation of the axial, radial, and tangential veloc-
ity fields and is also based on oil droplet trajectories. There is an incentive
to model the separation performance, specifically to estimate the OiW con-
centration of the discharged water, as real-time OiW concentration monitors
have limitations and might even prove to be unreliable, as described in [81].
However, OiW monitors have great potential for reporting, decision support,
and advanced control with the aim to improve PWT [56, 82].

Motivation for Real-Time Oil-in-Water Measurements

Fundamentally, estimation and measurement are valuable in the pursuit of
obtaining the true OiW concentration of the discharged water in real-time,
and required for some state-of-the-art control solutions, such as in [83]. Ad-
ditionally, it is important to state that neither estimations nor measurements
will yield the true value, as a result of their limitations, imperfections, and
accuracies, but they should be reasonably accurate to be considered valu-
able. A well-established notion of OiW measurements is that they are highly
methodology-dependent as different methods are sensitive to different char-
acteristics of oil content, especially for real-time measurements [17, 81]. Pre-
vious studies have used real-time OiW measurements, with various degrees
of critical opinions of the measured values [56, 81, 84–86]. There is motivation
to use real-time OiW concentration monitors to validate model performance.
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1.3. Outline of the Papers

1.3 Outline of the Papers

This thesis consists of an extended summary followed by the paper contribu-
tions. The purpose of the extended summary is to describe the background
and motivation of the combined paper contributions. An overview of the
paper contributions and how they relate are shown in Fig. 1.5. This section
describes the motivation of each paper contribution.

Paper A

Grey-Box Modeling of an Offshore Deoiling
Hydrocyclone System

Paper B

Hydrocyclone Separation Efficiency Modeled by 
Flow Resistances and Droplet Trajectories

Paper D

Analysis and Modeling of 
State-Dependent Delay in Control Valves

Paper E

Control-Oriented Modeling and Experimental 
Validation of a Deoiling Hydrocyclone System

Paper C

Extended Grey-Box Modeling of Real-Time 
Hydrocyclone Separation Efficiency

Fig. 1.5: Overview of paper contributions.

1.3.1 Motivation for Paper A [87]

Paper A proposes a model framework that exploits the benefits of using the
actual valve opening percentages, such that the dynamics of the valves can
be described individually and externally. This paper aims to bridge the gap
between how the valves affect pressure drops to how flow rates affect the oil
droplet trajectories inside of a hydrocyclone. To achieve this, the hydrocy-
clone is mathematically decomposed into simpler flow resistances via orifice
equations, which proved to be a reasonable approach to model the pressure
drops and flow rates of the hydrocyclone. The model was experimentally
validated using flow rate and pressure measurements.
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1.3.2 Motivation for Papers B [88] and C [89]

Papers B and C describe how Qu and Qo can be used to estimate the separa-
tion efficiency by evaluating oil droplet trajectories. The modeling of the oil
droplet trajectories is inspired from the work in [69, 70]. A key issue thereof
is having the axial velocity profile as a scaled polynomial with fixed param-
eters, which renders the axial velocity profile valid in only the vicinity of the
chosen operating Fs. Paper C extends and improves the proposed model.
The key improvement is how the axial velocity profile is now solved based
on flow rates rather than being fixed. The extended model was benchmarked
with the model from Paper B and showed improved prediction performance.

1.3.3 Motivation for Paper D [90]

The hydrocyclone does not accumulate fluid like the separator tank, and with
the small volume and high flow rate the residence time inside a hydrocyclone
is short. This causes the hydrocyclone dynamics to be much faster than the
separator tank, and dominantly determined by the valve speed and charac-
teristics. Paper D investigated an observed non-linear delay phenomenon of
the valves. This delay originates from the valve system being a close-loop
controlled hysteresis system, such that when the valve system is commanded
to change direction, additional output delay is observed. The paper proposed
a pin-cart model to predict the actual valve opening given the wanted valve
opening.

1.3.4 Motivation for Paper E [91]

As there are several issues related to measuring low OiW concentrations in
real-time as stated in [81], an improved testing rig was constructed with re-
dundant OiW monitors to further strengthen the validation of the model pro-
posed in Paper B and C. This paper also investigates the OiW monitors under
various conditions. To the authors’ knowledge, this is the first time this con-
figuration of four real-time fluorescence-based monitors have been utilized to
evaluate hydrocyclone performance. Additionally, this paper combines and
elaborates on the work done in Papers A, B, and C.
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Chapter 2

Model Framework

This chapter summarizes the modeling approach presented in the Papers
A−E. This section defines the proposed model structure of the hydrocyclone
system shown in Fig. 1.2, that uses the valves Vu and Vo as controllable
inputs, and the pressures Pi, Pub, and Pob as external inputs.

Previous first principles modeling approaches of inline hydrocyclones are
presented in [51]. Here, the goal was similar to the proposed methodology of
this work; to be used for developing coordinated control solutions by being
compatible with holistic separation plant models. A strong example of how
separation-based models can be used to improve the total performance of the
plant is shown in [52]. Recent promising simulations of deploying sliding
mode control on a separation-based hydrocyclone model for controlling Cu
is shown in [83].

The proposed model structure of this work is divided into model blocks,
where each model block represents a physical mechanism or subsystem of the
deoiling hydrocyclone system. The advantages of this approach are primarily
to have access to estimated intermediate operational variables, and flexibility
by model block selection. The combined deoiling hydrocyclone model is
illustrated in Fig. 2.1, and shows the first step of isolating the dynamics of
the valves into a model block.

The proposed model of this thesis is designed for MPC, to improve the
overall system performance by having access to separation metrics, such as
εoil and G. Thus, the model is designed to seamlessly fit into a higher-level
plant model that includes models of the other separation systems, such as
three-phase separators, compact gas flotation units, and membrane filtration
units. Here the proposed objective is: "Minimize cost while complying with
discharge regulations". While the discharge regulations are clearly defined,
the cost is entirely up to the operators’ economic strategy. The cost could
simply be throughput loss. However, as an example, the cost could also be
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Fig. 2.1: Proposed model structure, with controllable valve opening references (ure f ), actual
valve openings (uV ), uncontrollable inputs (uext), and separation performance metrics (ymet).

estimated loss of cumulative throughput over the next five years. It is up to
the operator how net present value (NPV), and other risks, are weighted in
their operational strategy.

The expanded proposed model framework is illustrated in Fig. 2.2, where
the valve model block is described in Chapter 5, the virtual flow resistance
(VFR) model block is described in Chapter 3, and the oil droplet trajectory
(ODT) model block is described in Chapter 4.

Oil Droplet Trajectory Model
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Fig. 2.2: The framework of the proposed control-oriented hydrocyclone model consisting of three
main parts: 1. dynamic model of the valves from commanded to actual valve opening, 2. flow
rate estimation by a virtual flow resistance model, and 3. efficiency estimation obtained from
evaluating oil droplet trajectories. Blue blocks need to be evaluated in a discretized range of
droplet diameter (Dd).

The benefit of having access to intermediate variables is similar to having
access to the observed states of a system. The intermediate variables are
beneficial for providing valuable internal system insight during operation,
which specifically can be used in domains such as fault detection and diag-
nosis (FDD), alarm reasoning, and root-cause analysis.
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As the hydrocyclone valves have variations in operational properties, it is
only reasonable to assume that the valve model block has to be replaced by
a system-specific valve model during offshore implementation of the model.
This emphasizes the value in defining the combined model structure, with
flexible model blocks that can be interchanged, to represent a specific deoil-
ing hydrocyclone system. The interchangeability also exists for components
in the VFR model and the ODT model. This flexibility, to set up a reasonable
model for a specific hydrocyclone system, is specifically valuable for con-
trol design, preliminary training of machine learning models, and deoiling
performance evaluations and analysis.
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Chapter 3

Virtual Flow Resistance
Model

Common trajectory-based hydrocyclone models require a notion of the flow
rates entering and leaving the hydrocyclone, such that the internal spacial
velocity fields can be approximated [69, 70, 80, 92, 93]. If an advanced hy-
drocyclone model is proposed to be incorporated into systems running with
PDR control, it is convenient for the model to use the exact same measure-
ments as the ones already used: Pi, Pu, and Po. Additionally, the measure-
ments of Qi, Qu, and Qo, might be unavailable on an offshore PWT system.
As the valve systems are directly actuated by the control, it is also convenient
to incorporate the actual valve openings into the model equations, such that
the commanded valve openings are inputs to the model. This enables fu-
ture predictions of performance, given different input strategies of the valve
openings.

This chapter summarizes the VFR model proposed in Paper A that aims
to model the relationship between the hydrocyclone pressures: Pi, Pu, Po, Pub,
and Pob, and flow rates: Qi, Qu, and Qo.

3.1 Flow Resistance Model Structure

A model of the static relationship between valve openings, pressures, and
flow rates are obtained from mathematically decomposing the hydrocyclone
into a circuit of virtual flow resistances, as shown in Fig. 3.1.

Each virtual resistance is described by an orifice equation, which provides
a system of equations of pressure drops. The pressure drops over the virtual
resistances are
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PiQi
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RuRoVo VuPj Pu PubPoPob
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Fig. 3.1: Proposed flow resistance model based on pressure drops over virtual orifices. The
virtual pressure (Pj) is not measured, as it is the pressure at a virtual junction. Figure is from
Paper E.

∆Pij = Pi − Pj =
(Qu + Qo)2

Ki
, (3.1)

∆Pju = Pj − Pu =
Q2

u
Ku

, (3.2)

and

∆Pjo = Pj − Po =
Q2

o
Ko

, (3.3)

where Ki, Ku, and Ko are the inlet, underflow, and overflow flow conductance
constants, respectively. As mentioned in Section 1.2.1, valves have great di-
versity in characteristics, thus, the static valve equation should be chosen
based on application. For this work, the valve equations were implemented
in the system of equations as

Pu − Pub =
Q2

u
(KVu Vu)2 , (3.4)

and

Po − Pob =

 Qo

KVo1V
1
2

o

2

+
Q2

o

K2
Vo2

, (3.5)

where KVu , KVo1, and KVo2 are valve specific flow conductance constants. An
experimental data set, containing pressure and flow rate measurements, is
required to identify the flow conductance parameters, which can be obtained
from laboratory experiments of the specific hydrocyclone or from historic
operational data. The VFR model parameters are found by minimizing the
error between the model output and the measurements from the data set.
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3.2. Experimental Identification and Validation

One minimization problem, to find the set of flow conductance parameters
(K), is formalized as

minimize
K

eVFR(K) =

Ndp

∑
n=1

(Qu,n − Q̂u,n

Qu

)2

+

(
Qo,n − Q̂o,n

Qo

)2

+

(
Pu,n − P̂u,n

Pu

)2

+

(
Po,n − P̂o,n

Po

)2
,

(3.6)

where ( ˆ ) denotes estimated output, ( ¯ ) denotes global mean value, Ndp is
the total number of data points in the experimental data, and n is the data
point’s index. KVo1 and KVo2 are found from a regression of (3.5) and KVu is
found from a regression of (3.4), using measurements of Pu, Po, Pub, Pob, Qu,
Qo, and the actual valve openings of Vu and Vo.

3.2 Experimental Identification and Validation

A hydrocyclone testing rig was used to obtain training data for the model. To
represent a wide range of operating conditions in the training data, the valves
were coordinated to visit a 21-by-21 grid of the valve openings Vu and Vo. All
pressures and flow rates that are included in the VFR model were measured
at these grid points, except Pj. The model’s prediction performance of Qu
and Qo is shown in Fig. 3.2.

1000.3
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Fig. 3.2: Estimated (blue) and measured flow rate (black) of the training data set that consists of
a grid of operating conditions obtained from the hydrocyclone testing rig. Figures are modified
from Paper A. © 2017 IEEE.

To validate the model’s predictions, a validation test was executed with con-
stant Qi instead of constant Pi. The estimated Fs can be seen in Fig. 3.3 of the
training and the validation data set.
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Fig. 3.3: Estimated (blue) and measured Fs (black) from training and validation data set that
both consist of a grid of operating conditions obtained from the hydrocyclone testing rig. The
training data set has operating conditions with constant inlet pressure and the validation data
set has operating conditions with constant inlet flow rate. Figures are modified from Paper A. ©
2017 IEEE.

3.3 Conclusion

A VFR model of a deoiling hydrocyclone, that uses valve openings and pres-
sure measurements, was proposed to obtain estimates of Qu and Qo. The VFR
model proved to be reasonably accurate in predicting flow rates and pres-
sures of the training and the validation data. One significant disadvantage
of the VFR model is that the parameter identification requires data, which
might be unavailable or costly to obtain. A method of addressing this disad-
vantage is to investigate if the parameters can be estimated by an observer in
real-time. The largest prediction errors were observed near valve saturation,
where at least one of the valves approaches being either fully opened or fully
closed. The model is deemed suitable for bridging the gap between the con-
trollable actuators (the valves) and the trajectory-based models that require
inputs of Qu and Qo.
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Chapter 4

Oil Droplet Trajectory Model

This chapter defines the proposed ODT model that estimates G based on
Qu and Qo, hydrocyclone geometry parameters, and fluid properties. The
proposed model is designed to enable the control solution to estimate or
predict the separation performance, given current or future actions. The idea
for the proposed ODT model was first shown in Paper A and was inspired by
ODT models from [69, 70]. The first presented ODT model combined with
the VFR model is presented in Paper B. The proposed ODT was extended
to yield better prediction performance in Paper C, and validated using real-
time OiW measurements in Paper E. The proposed ODT model consists of
the following steps:

1. Estimate continuous phase velocity fields ([W, Uc, T]).

2. Estimate dispersed phase settling velocity (Ud).

3. Compute a set of critical droplet trajectory starting locations (Rd).

4. Estimate G.

5. Estimate εoil .

The remaining of this chapter will summarize each of the steps. The
geometry used in the proposed ODT model is shown in Fig. 4.1 with the
specifications listed in Paper E.
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Fig. 4.1: Hydrocyclone geometry with diameters D, segments S, segment lengths L, cone angles
β, axial locations Z, and inlet area Ai . Figure is from Paper E.

4.1 Velocity Fields

This section proposes a method to approximate the three spacial velocity
fields inside the hydrocyclone segments S3−4, as seen in Fig. 4.1. The veloc-
ity fields are defined in a radial-axial (r, z)-coordinate system with z = 0 at Z2
and r = 0 at the hydrocyclone center axis, cf. Fig 4.1. The three spacial veloc-
ity fields are assumed to be time-averaged, time-invariant, and rotationally
symmetric, with the implications discussed in Paper E.

4.1.1 Tangential Velocity Field

Tangential speed (T) is modeled by a modified Helmholz law from [70], such
that

T(r) =
viα(2Rz(0))n

rn , (4.1)

where n ∈ [−1, 1] is a constant that describes how forced or free the vortex
is, α is a velocity loss coefficient due to imperfection, Rz(0) is the inner wall
radius at z = 0, and vi is inlet speed defined by

vi =
4 Qi

2
πD2

i
. (4.2)

This definition of vi is specific for a hydrocyclone with two symmetrically
placed tangential inlets using the equivalent inlet diameter (Di).

4.1.2 Axial Velocity Field

The axial velocity is either modeled as a constant velocity distribution as
in [70], which is valid near the designed Fs, or solved based on fluid flow
which is more versatile, but requires the knowledge of Qu and Qo. As the
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4.1. Velocity Fields

two flow rates are provided by the VFR model, the axial velocity profile (Y)
in normalized radius r̂ = r/Rz(z) is defined as the polynomial

Y(r̂) = θ1 + θ2r̂ + θ3r̂2 + θ4r̂3 , (4.3)

which is solved based on four constraints:

1. Maximum axial velocity at the inner wall:

dY(r̂)
dr̂

∣∣∣∣
r̂=1

= 0 . (4.4)

2. Minimum axial velocity at the center axis:

dY(r̂)
dr̂

∣∣∣∣
r̂=0

= 0 . (4.5)

3. Volume balance of the forward axial flow:

Q f or = 2π
∫ 1

R̂L

Y(r̂)r̂dr̂ . (4.6)

4. Volume balance of the reverse axial flow:

Qrev = −2π
∫ R̂L

0
Y(r̂)r̂dr̂ . (4.7)

The four constraints are evaluated at Z2 and governed by the following defi-
nitions:

• Definition of locus of zero axial velocity:

Y
(

R̂L
)
= 0 . (4.8)

• Definition of forward going flow outside R̂L:

Q f or = Qi + Qr = (1 + RR)(Qu + Qo) . (4.9)

• Definition of reverse going flow inside R̂L:

Qrev = Qo + Qr = (1 + RR)Qo + RRQu . (4.10)

The locus of zero axial velocity (RL(z)) describes the radius where the axial
velocity is zero, as a function of z [94]. The phenomenon of a recirculation
flow (Qr) illustrated by the grey region in Fig. 4.2 and short circuit flow are
described in [61, 94, 95].
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Fig. 4.2: Illustration of the defined flow regions in S3−4. The fluid moves to the right above RL
and to the left below RL. At Z2, the flow rate above RL is Q f or = Qi + Qr and the flow rate
below RL is Qrev = Qr + Qo . Both Q f or and Qrev are derived from the flow rate through the axial
cross-section at Z2. Figure is from Paper E.

In summary, (4.4)−(4.10) are a set of equations that are solved for the
four unknowns in (4.3) given the knowledge of Qu and Qo. The flow rate
definitions of Q f or in (4.9) and Qrev in (4.10) are illustrated in Fig. 4.2 at Z2.

The recirculation rate, RR = Qr/Qi, describes how Qr scales with Qi,
which is a phenomenon described in [61, 70, 94]. This work uses RR = 0.02,
which is achieved from matching Y from (4.3) to the experimentally obtained
Y from [70]. In perspective, RR describes the size of the grey recirculation
zone in Fig. 4.2. Even though, RR is calculated based on measurements
from [70], it is likely that the model benefits of identifying RR based on mea-
surements from the given hydrocyclone or based on CFD simulations. To
describe how Qo and Qr eventually crosses RL, the average speed across the
locus is defined as

vL =
Qrev

AL
, (4.11)

where

AL = πR̂L

(
L3

(
Dn + Du

2

)
+ L4Du

)
, (4.12)

is the total area of the envelope of zero axial velocity, consisting of a conical
and a cylindrical segment.

The axial velocity at all points inside S3−4 is defined as

W(r, z) = Ws(z)
Y
(

r
Rz(z)

)
R2

z(z)
, (4.13)

where the effect of how flow is drained across the locus is modeled by axial
speed scale Ws ∈ [0, 1] defined as

Ws(z) = 1−
|vL2π

∫ z
0 RL(ž) dž|
Q f or

. (4.14)
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All dispersed oil droplets are assumed to have the same axial and tangential
velocity as the carrying phase.

4.1.3 Radial Velocity Field

The radial velocity field of the carrying phase (Uc) is defined as a sum of two
effects: radial velocity due to conical inner wall (Uw), as described in [32],
and radial velocity due to draining across the locus of zero axial velocity
(UL), such that

Uc(r, z) = Uw(r, z) + UL(r, z) , (4.15)

where

Uw(r, z) =
−r

Rz(z)
W(r, z)tan

(
β2

2

)
, (4.16)

and

UL(r, z) = −vL
RL
r

∫ 1
r̂ 2πřY(ř)dř

Q f or
. (4.17)

It should be noted that Uw = 0 in S4, as the inner wall is cylindrical in this
segment. The only velocity difference between carrying and dispersed phase
is assumed to be the terminal settling speed (Ud) derived from Stokes law

Ud(r, Dd) = −
∆ρD2

dT(r)2

18µr
, (4.18)

where µ is the dynamic viscosity of water and ∆ρ is the density difference
between the water and oil. The assumption that Ud is the only velocity differ-
ence between the phases is a fair assumption according to literature [70, 75].
This assumption is thoroughly discussed in [39, 96].

4.2 Trajectories

The three defined velocity fields enable oil droplet trajectories to be computed
starting from any point inside S3−4. All three velocity fields are assumed to
be time-averaged, such that T only provides information about the number of
revolutions a droplet undertakes. As the number of revolutions is not impor-
tant for evaluating a droplet’s termination state, the oil droplet trajectories
are calculated in the (r, z)-plane, with the velocities[

vr
vz

]
=

[
Uc(r, z) + Ud(r, Dd)

W(r, z)

]
. (4.19)
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4.2.1 Critical Droplet Trajectory

One inconvenient computational approach to evaluate the termination state
of a droplet, with diameter Dd, is to calculate trajectories starting from the
inlet flow until the trajectories terminate by satisfying either r ≤ RL(z) or
z ≥ Z4 by stepping forward in time. To reduce the computation load, only
one critical droplet trajectory is evaluated for a droplet with diameter Dd
starting the trajectory from (RL(Z4), Z4) and stepping backward in time, until
the trajectory terminates when r ≥ Rz(z) or z ≤ Z2. An example of a critical
droplet trajectory is shown in Fig. 4.3.

0

Droplet Trajectory

r [m]

Rz(Z2)

Rd(Dd)

RL(Z2)
RL(z)

Rz(z)

β2
Dd

Rz(Z4)

RL(Z4)

z [m]
Z4Z3Z2

L4L3

Fig. 4.3: Illustration of a critical droplet trajectory inside S3−4. Figure is from Paper E.

The assessments about whether a droplet becomes separated or not are based
on where the critical droplet trajectory terminates. If the critical trajectory
terminates at the inner wall, the droplet is so large that it does not matter
where it would have started at the inlet; it will always reach the locus before
reaching the underflow. If the critical trajectory terminated at Z2, as in Fig.
4.3, the radius at termination is stored in Rd(Dd), as this radius is needed for
evaluating G.

4.2.2 Grade Efficiency

In summary, a droplet with diameter Dd is assumed to leave through the
overflow if it enters S3 inside Rd(Dd) and assumed to leave through the un-
derflow if it enters S3 outside Rd(Dd). With the assumption that the droplets
are uniformly distributed in volume, the flow rate of Y between Rd(Dd) and
Rz(0) is compared to Qi, such that the separation chance of a droplet with
diameter Dd becomes

G(Dd) = 1−
2π
∫ 1

Rd(Dd)
Rz(0)

r̂Y(r̂)dr̂

Qi
. (4.20)
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4.3. Separation Efficiency

An illustration of the typically S-shaped G is shown in Fig. 4.4 [97, 98]. The
model’s trajectory estimation is not affected by randomness from turbulence
nor the short-circuit flow phenomenon, where oil creeps along the boundary
layer of the hydrocyclone inner wall directly to the underflow [61, 99]. As a
result, the estimation of G reaches 100%, as shown in Fig. 4.4.

100

G(Dd) [%]

Fs
0
0 Dd100 Dd [μm]

Fig. 4.4: Illustration of G(Dd). When Dd approaches zero, the only oil content that is removed
corresponds to Fs. Generally, G(Dd) increases with Dd. The full blue line approaches 100%. The
model’s prediction is illustrated by the blue dashed line, that diverges from the real system as
short-circuit flow and random-walks from turbulence and Brownian motion, are not accounted
for. Dd100 is the smallest droplet with a 100% chance of being separated.

4.3 Separation Efficiency

To estimate εoil , the volumetric inlet droplet size distribution φi can be used,
such that

εoil =
∫ ∞

0
G(Dd)φi(Dd)dDd . (4.21)

It should be noted that the inlet droplet sizes are mainly distributed in 5−60µm
[30, 70]. To reduce computation load, the knowledge of G(Dd) = 100% ∀
Dd > Dd100 renders (4.21) into two terms, such that

εoil =
∫ Dd100

0
G(Dd)φi(Dd)dDd +

∫ ∞

Dd100

φi(Dd)dDd . (4.22)

As the trajectories are computed in a range with discrete droplet sizes, the
integral is practically implemented as a sum of vector elements,

εoil =
N100

∑
n=1

G(n)φi(n) +
N

∑
n=N100+1

φi(n) , (4.23)

where N is the total number of droplet diameters, G(n) and φi(n) are vectors
wherein each element, indexed by n, corresponds to a specific droplet diam-
eter, and G(N100) = 100%. The distribution and resolution of the included
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droplet diameters are chosen based on a balance between model accuracy
and computational load. A good practice is to choose N, such that increasing
N further yields insignificant estimation accuracy.

4.4 Conclusion

Given the two flow rates Qu and Qo, the proposed ODT model provides an
estimate of εoil . The model updates the hydrocyclone velocity fields based on
the flow rate. If φi is unknown, G can be used as a separation performance
indicator. The computational load mainly consist of computing the set of
droplet trajectories backward in time numerically. With this approach, the
total number of chosen droplet diameters and the time step size of the trajec-
tory solver must be chosen according to a balance between model accuracy
and computational load. The ODT model estimates intermediate flow vari-
ables such as velocity fields and oil droplet trajectories that can be used for
investigatory purposes. The internal flow conditions can also be used for de-
cision support, predicting possible fault scenarios, or to simply explain why
low efficiency was achieved. The performance of the ODT model is evaluated
and validated in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 5

Inherent Delay of Control
Valves

Control valves are ubiquitous in various process industries, where they serve
as a fundamental technology to manipulate fluid flows and pressures. Even
though they have been extensively used, control valve problems still account
for 32% of cases where process controllers have been classified as having
"poor" or "fair" performance, as estimated by [100]. As good control valve
performance often directly relate to economical benefits, there is an incentive
to account for various unwanted non-linear features, such as dead-time, hys-
teresis, stiction, backlash, and deadband [101–103]. This chapter proposes a
method to model control valves with inherent internal position controllers.
Specifically, the observed input-output delay that is dependent on prior actu-
ation of the control valve, caused by unintended physical effects, is analyzed
and modeled. In this chapter, the closed-loop valve system of the overflow
valve, as shown in Fig. 5.1, is investigated.

Cvalve
+
−

uVo Vactuator
VoOV

Close-loop Valve System

Fig. 5.1: Illustration of the closed-loop control diagram of the overflow valve, where an internal
position controller (Cvalve) actuates the valve piston (Vactuator) towards the input reference (uVo ),
using measurements of the actual valve position (Vo). OV is the unmeasured output of the
internal valve controller.

The first assumptions of this closed-loop system are that uVo ∈ [0, 1] and
Vo ∈ [0, 1], which classifies this system to be single-input single-output (SISO)
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Chapter 5. Inherent Delay of Control Valves

and bounded-input bounded-output (BIBO). Additionally, the system has a
steady-state gain of 1 as a result of the internal valve controller.

5.1 Delay Investigation

The delay was investigated by performing an experiment where uVo is de-
signed as series of random values with random hold time. The tested valve
is a Bürkert 8802-GD-I pneumatic valve system. The step responses of Vo
were collected, as shown in Fig. 5.2.
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(a) Collection of step responses. Each step response
is offset to start from 0% and time-shifted to start
from 0s for illustration purposes.
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(b) Input-output delay of each step response as func-
tion of initial valve position, where this delay is de-
fined as the time it takes the output to change 2%.

Fig. 5.2: Step responses from a series of random steps. The step responses are dependent on
their previous step as indicated by color, e.g., a blue response is two consecutive declining steps,
a red response is two consecutive increasing steps. Figures are modified from Paper D.

From the collection of step responses, the perceived input-output delay is
clearly shorter when the valve is commanded in the same direction as their
previous step, as shown with blue and red in Fig. 5.2. When the valve is
commanded in a different direction than its previous step, the delay is longer,
as shown with yellow and purple in Fig. 5.2. Additionally, the length of the
longer delay is dependent on the initial position of the valve, as shown in Fig.
5.2b. This is attributed to the physical configuration of the tested pneumatic
valve, specifically the orientation of its spring load and air feed.

5.2 Pin-Cart Model I

To model this delay phenomenon observed in Section 5.1, two pin-cart type
model structures are proposed. This section summarizes the pin-cart model
I. The concept of the pin-cart type model is illustrated in Fig. 5.3. Firstly, the
valve opening error is defined as

e(k) = uVo (k)−Vo(k). (5.1)
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Cart

y

BL

Vo

Pin

Fig. 5.3: Illustration of the pin-cart model with pin position (y), cart position (Vo), and cart width
(BL). Figure is modified from Paper D.

The change of pin position (∆y(k)) is defined to have a minimum and maxi-
mum speed, such that

∆y(k) = sgn(e) ·max (|Pk · e|, ∆ymin), (5.2)

where ∆y ∈ [−∆ymax, ∆ymax] and Pk is the proportional gain of an internal
controller. y(k) is updated as

y(k + 1) = y(k) + ∆y(k). (5.3)

The cart position is updated as

Vo(k + 1) =


y(k + 1)− BL

2 , if y(k + 1)−Vo(k) ≥ BL
2

y(k + 1) + BL
2 , if y(k + 1)−Vo(k) ≤ −BL

2

Vo(k), otherwise

. (5.4)

In summary, this model has two tuning parameters Pk and BL. When the
valve changes direction, the pin has to travel to the other side of the cart,
which emulates a longer input-output delay.

5.3 Pin-Cart Model II

The pin-cart model II is designed to account for how the long delay when
changing direction is dependent on the initial valve opening. This is done by
assigning a position-dependent pin speed, when the pin is not engaged with
the cart’s sides, such that

∆y(k) = sgn(e) · (apVo(k)2 + bpVo(k) + cp)
−1, (5.5)

where ap, bp, and cp are coefficients of the second-order polynomial shown in
Fig. 5.2b. In summary, this model emulates position-depended delay when
changing direction, at the cost of having to identify ap, bp, and cp.
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5.4 Validation and Comparison

The pin-cart models I and II were evaluated using another experiment where
the valve was continuously actuated. The performance was compared with
modelless, delayed modelless, first-order-plus-dead-time (FOPDT), and the
state-of-the-art stiction model with dead-time as defined in [72], and summa-
rized in Table 5.1. The compared metrics are the number of free parameters
(Np), the mean average error (MAE), the filtered mean average error (MAEf),
the coefficient of determination (R2), the sum of squared error (SSE), and the
relative sum of squared error (SSEr).

Table 5.1: Valve model performance. Table is modified from Paper D.

Model Np MAE MAEf R2 SSE SSEr

Modelless∗ 0 1.106% 1.084% 99.62% 14.37 100 %
Delayed Modelless∗ 1 0.876% 0.858% 99.84% 5.917 41.15%

FOPDT 2 0.869% 0.852% 99.85% 5.770 40.15%
Stiction 3 0.881% 0.864% 99.84% 5.914 41.15%

Pin-cart I 3 0.843% 0.825% 99.86% 5.483 38.16%
Pin-cart II∗∗ 7 0.731% 0.711% 99.89% 4.284 29.80%

* This model is a gain of 1, using the input as an estimation of the output.
** BL = 1 and not considered a parameter for this model.

From first observation, it is evident that the error decreases with the number
of parameters. This emphasizes the trade-off between accuracy and model
simplicity. Even though the pin-cart model II has the least error, it also has
the most parameters. The model performance is illustrated in Fig. 5.4.

The 8s time-window has a relatively aggressive actuation of the valve,
which is where the performance differences between the valve models are
largest. In Fig. 5.4, it is observed that the pin-cart model II can follow the
measured position relatively well, as opposed to the three other models. As
the model with most parameters performs the best, there is no obvious best
choice of dynamical valve model, and this choice must be made depending
on the objectives and limitations of the application the model is deployed in.
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Fig. 5.4: Valve input and output during 8s of the continuously actuated valve experiment. Mea-
sured (blue) and estimated (dashed lines) start at the lower left corner, as indicated with t0,
proceed to the right as time goes on, and ends in the center, as indicated with tend.

5.5 Conclusion

As valves are physical systems with undesired intrinsic mechanical prop-
erties, it is not a question of if they exhibit delay, but rather a question
of how significant the delay is. A dynamic valve model is proposed that
exerts opening-dependent input-output delay when changing direction suc-
cessfully. The proposed pin-cart model includes parameters that directly link
to observable valve behaviors, which enables the parameters to be conve-
niently identified. However, the proposed pin-cart model II requires a set of
step responses to identify the opening-dependent delay when changing di-
rection. The pin-cart models can be implemented in larger process models
with the purpose of achieving higher accuracy and precision, at the cost of
having to identify the valve models’ parameters.

Ongoing and future work includes investigations into applying the pin-
cart models to other models and systems, such as recurrent neural network
(RNN), to describe a reluctance, or delay to change opinion or state.
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Chapter 6

Validation of Deoiling
Performance

This chapter will address the challenges and findings from validating the pro-
posed model structure using real-time fluorescence-based OiW monitors. To
experimentally validate the performance of the proposed modeling method-
ology, various sensors and monitors have been utilized to measure fluid prop-
erties at key locations on a scaled pilot plant. As the proposed model has a
modular design, as shown in Fig. 2.2, a list of intermediate flow parameters
is estimated by the model, where each model block essentially deserves to be
validated. This chapter is organized as follows: first, a brief description of the
used experimental hydrocyclone testing facility followed by a description of
the challenges of testing with two-phase dispersions. And lastly, the estima-
tions from the proposed model is compared to the measured hydrocyclone
separation performance from experiments.

6.1 Hydrocyclone Testing Facility

The validations of the model have been executed on two different genera-
tions of the same scaled pilot plant, where Paper A, C, and D include exper-
iments executed on the first generation, and Paper E includes experiments
from the second generation. The second generation plant was designed and
constructed to address and reduce the effects associated with two-phase dis-
persions.

The plant was initially constructed to investigate effects of slugging [104]
and potential advanced control solutions to reduce the negative effects of
slugging [105]. In recent years the pilot plant have been used for investigating
and benchmarking OiW monitors [81], membrane filtration for PWT [31], and
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hydrocyclones in this work. In summary, the scaled pilot plant includes:

• Supply tank with three compartments: water, oil, and mixture, from
where pumps supply and valves direct fluid to other subsystems.

• Pipeline riser subsystem with 30m horizontal, 12m inclination, and 6m
vertical pipes to emulate conditions for slugging flow. This subsystem
includes a topside control valve, pressure and flow rate transmitters.

• Separator tank subsystem includes a pressurized separator tank, an
acrylic transparent separator tank, and associated control valves. This
subsystem includes level, flow rate, and pressure transmitters.

• Hydrocyclone subsystem with two industrial Vortoil hydrocyclones,
an acrylic transparent hydrocyclone, and four slots for custom mini-
hydrocyclones, with associated control valves. This subsystem includes
flow rate, and pressure transmitters.

The descriptions of the instrumentation are listed in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1: Overview of actuators and sensors.

Symbol Description Type Unit

Psep Separator pressure

Siemens Sitrans P200 bar

Pi Hydrocyclone inlet pressure
Pu Hydrocyclone underflow pressure
Po Hydrocyclone overflow pressure
Pub Hydrocyclone underflow back pressure
Pob Hydrocyclone overflow back pressure

Qin Separator inlet flow rate Rosemount 8732
Electromagnetic flow meter kg/s

Qi Hydrocyclone inlet flow rate Bailey Fischer Porter 10DX4311C
Electromagnetic flow meter L/sQu Hydrocyclone underflow flow rate

Qo Hydrocyclone overflow flow rate Micro-Motion Coriolis Elite
(CMFS010) Coriolis flow meter kg/s

Vgas Separator gas valve Bürkert 8626
mass flow controller −

Vtop Topside choke valve

Bürkert 8802-GD-I
pneumatic valve systems

−
Voil Separator oil valve −
Vi Hydrocyclone inlet valve −
Vu Hydrocyclone underflow flow rate −
Vo Hydrocyclone overflow flow rate −

WP Water pump Grundfos CRNE 5-9 centrifugal pump −

Mixers Supply tank stirrers Milton Roy Mixing
HELISEM VRP3051S90 −

Two primary OiW monitor types have been investigated for measuring oil
droplet size and OiW concentration. The microscopy-based Jorin ViPA was
used to measure oil droplet sizes, based on estimating an average Ferret di-
ameter. The fluorescence-based Turner Design TD-4100XDC was used to
measure OiW concentration, based on the aromatic oil content in the OiW
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mixture. Promising preliminary results obtained from the two types of moni-
tors in [84] was later revealed in [81] to be more intricate and interdependent
than conclusive, especially how the calibration of the microscopy monitor
only allows valid measurements in a narrow range of droplet sizes. The hy-
drocyclone testing facility was later upgraded to reduce the unwanted effects
that the system has on the measured OiW concentration.

6.1.1 Hydrocyclone Sidestream Upgrade

The pilot plant including the modified hydrocyclone subsystem is shown in
Fig. 6.1.

Fig. 6.1: Photo of the pilot plant, with left: the pilot plant, top right: the four OiW monitors
located at the hydrocyclone sidestreams, and bottom right: the hydrocyclone liners.

The hydrocyclone subsystem was modified to accommodate more reliable
OiW concentration measurements by:

• Reducing fluid travel length between sample extraction and the OiW
monitors’ sampling points.

• Including two OiW monitors on each sidestream for measurement re-
dundancy.

• Sampling from vertical pipe section to reduce stratification at the sam-
pling point.
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• Maintaining constant sidestream flow rate.

The modified pipeline and instrumentation diagram of the upgraded hydro-
cyclone subsystem is shown in Fig. 6.2.

Hydrocyclone

Supply Tank

Discard Return

Pi
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Cu1
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Fig. 6.2: Pipeline and instrumentation diagram of the hydrocyclone subsystem, where Ci1 and
Ci1 are the inlet OiW monitors, Cu1 and Cu2 are the underflow OiW monitors, Qis and Qus are the
sidestream flow rates, Vis and Vus are the sidestream control valves, VD and VR are the discard
and return valves, Vub is the underflow back pressure valve, and Pis is the inlet sidestream
pressure. Figure is modified from Paper E.

The sidestreams were constructed with the instrumentation listed in Table
6.2.

Table 6.2: Overview of actuators and sensors.

Symbol Description Type Unit

Pis Inlet sidestream pressure Siemens Sitrans
P200 bar

Qis Inlet sidestream flow rate Micro-Motion Coriolis Elite
(CMFS010) Coriolis flow meter kg/s

Qus Underflow sidestream flow rate Rosemount 8711
Electromagnetic flow meter L/s

Vis Inlet sidestream valve Bürkert 8802-GD-I pneumatic valve systems −
Vus Underflow sidestream valve −

Ci1
Inlet and underflow sidestream
OiW concentrations

Turner Design TD-4100XDC
fluorescence-based OiW monitors ppmCi2

Cu1
Cu2
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6.2 OiW Mixture Challenges for Real-Time Bench-
marks

A general and comprehensive overview of the issues related to measuring
OiW concentration using fluorometry is described in detail in [81]. The ba-
sic principle of the selected fluorescence-based OiW monitors is based on
exciting the mixture in a view cell with light, which will be absorbed by
the mixture and emitted back at a lower wavelength, where a light detector
records and outputs relative fluorescence units (RFU). This is a convenient
method for measuring OiW concentration as it is sensitive to the aromatic
oil content and not to water. Four fluorescence-based OiW monitors are cali-
brated to provide redundant measurements at both the inlet and underflow,
with obtained calibration curves shown in Fig. 6.3.
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Fig. 6.3: Linear RFU to ppm calibration curves and injected OiW samples of known concentration
used to identify them. Figure is from Paper E.

As the obtained calibration curves translate RFU into ppm, their individual
RFU readings are allowed to be different, as long as the OiW monitors output
the same ppm value for the same OiW sample. Paper E executed experiments
to investigate the magnitude of several unwanted effects on the measured
OiW. This includes:

• Running the system with a known OiW concentration for extended pe-
riods of time. These spanned from changes over a few minutes to daily
changes.

• Running the system with closed overflow, to eliminate separation by hy-
drocyclone, such that inlet and underflow OiW concentrations should
be similar.

• Continuously switching between using the hydrocyclone and entirely
bypassing the hydrocyclone via a hose from inlet to underflow.
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• Running the system while switching between fully open and fully closed
Vo, to observe the largest difference in separation efficiency.

• Physically switching two monitors to differentiate position-dependent
and monitor-dependent effects.

• Reinjecting known concentrations several days after initial calibration.

Even though two of the OiW monitors were physically switched, they agree
in pairs, such that the two inlet OiW monitors agree and the two underflow
OiW monitors agree. Therefore, it was concluded that the majority of the
effects are caused by a combination of system effects, which are listed and
discussed in the following subsection.

6.2.1 System Mixture Challenges

Paper E lists effects that were considered to affect the OiW measurements
in the experimental setup other than the separation effects of the hydrocy-
clone. These effects are suspected of causing the measured and actual OiW
concentration to diverge. The effects for the hydrocyclone flow loop are:

• Oil accumulating or being freed from surfaces.

• Oil accumulating or being freed from dead volumes.

• Fouling and cleaning of the OiW monitors’ view cell.

• The natural separation versus forced mixing in the supply tank.

• The effects of using T-junctions as sidestream sampling probes.

• Varying shearing causing variations in droplet size distribution.

• Contamination and microbiological growth.

The understanding of these effects and at what time scale they occur are
essential for reasonable validation of separation-based hydrocyclone mod-
els. Experimental investigation showed that that the hydrocyclone flow loop
needed to recirculate and stir the mixture, for up to eight hours before run-
ning OiW concentration benchmarking experiments, to allow long-term ef-
fects to reach equilibrium. Experiments also revealed an OiW concentration
bias between the inlet and underflow OiW monitors, which is likely caused
by the different states of fouling the OiW monitors’ view cells. Cleaning of
the view cells, by means of flushing, helped to reduce this bias, and was
executed before and after each experiment. While some of the effects were
discussed and investigated in Paper E, there is value in investigating other
effects in future works to further strengthen the reliability and understanding
of the OiW measurements.
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6.3 Validation of Separation Performance

This section will compare measurements with the ODT model’s estimations
of εoil . The results presented in this section are based on the long grid exper-
iment presented in Paper E. In summary, the long grid experiment actuates
Vu and Vo with staircase inputs, such that each point represents steady-state
in an 11-by-14 grid of Vu and Vo. The entire experiment is executed with
constant pump speed of 100% and constant mixer speed. The steady-state
measurements at each point is generated from the average of the last 10s,
just before the system advances to the next grid point by stepping one of the
valves. The experiment was executed in segments, where each segment has
a constant Vu. Each segment includes a period for system initialization and
a period of no separation before and after the period of staircase stepping
Vo. The initialization served to allow the flows and pressures to reach steady-
state, and the no separation periods served to provide periods where all four
OiW monitors could be compared.

The ODT model was provided with measurements of Qu and Qo to esti-
mate εoil . As φi is unknown, the model was provided with a set of distribu-
tions, each with different mean droplet size corresponding to the size distri-
bution obtained in [56], where a Jorin ViPA was used to analyze the droplet
sizes by microscopy. The droplet size distribution is chosen as a proof of
concept but must be provided by either a model of the upstream process or
from measurements for future implementation purposes. The measured and
estimated εoil as a function of Qi is shown in Fig. 6.4b, where each point
corresponds to a steady-state point in the Vu-Vo grid.
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Fig. 6.4: εoil versus Qi of steady-state points of the Vu-Vo grid from the experiment. A group of
points with the same color indicates steady-state points with the same Vu opening, e.g., the 14
lowest blue points have Vu = 30% open and the 14 highest purple points have Vu = 80% open.
Within each point group of same color, the left-most point corresponds to Vo = 1.02% open
and the right-most point corresponds to Vo = 97% open, as indicated by arrows. Generally, εoil
increases with Qi .

The influence of Vo on both εoil and Qi is the span of the points in each
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individual color group in Fig. 6.4. An example of this is how Vo can change
εoil from 91−93% and Qi from 0.26−0.28L/s of the left-most blue color group
in which Vu is constant. The measurements and estimation are very similar
at low Qi, and becomes less similar as Qi increases, where the influence of
Vo is significantly lower for the model’s estimations. The measurements and
the estimations are very similar for how Vu affects εoil and Qi. It also appears
that the grid points of the measured εoil are affected by more noise relative to
the estimated εoil . The estimation performance is similar to how εoil relates
to PDR and Fs, as shown in Fig. 6.5.
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Fig. 6.5: εoil versus PDR and Fs of steady-state points of the Vu-Vo grid from the experiment. A
group of points with the same color indicates steady-state points with the same Vu opening, e.g.,
the 14 lowest blue points have Vu = 30% open and the 14 highest purple points have Vu = 80%
open. Within each point group of same color, the lowest point corresponds to Vo = 1.02% open
and the highest point corresponds to Vo = 97% open. Generally, εoil increases with PDR and Fs
within the each group.

It is apparent that one value of PDR does not correspond to one value of
εoil , but rather a range of εoil , which is captured by both measurements and
estimations. The relationship between εoil and PDR is very similar to the
relationship between εoil or Fs, which complies well with the literature [26,
42, 71], and further validates why it is reasonable to have PDR as a control
reference instead of Fs. The strong correlation between PDR and Fs is further
emphasized in Fig. 6.6a. The trajectory model proposed by [70] has the
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limitation of being fixed to a specific Fs that is uncorrelated with R̂L, which is
not the case for the ODT model as seen in 6.6b, where R̂L is correlated with
Fs.
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(a) The PDR from measurements pressures plotted
against Fs from measured flow rates.
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(b) The ODT model’s estimation of R̂L plotted
against Fs from measured flow rates.

Fig. 6.6: How Fs relates to PDR and R̂L at all grid points of the validation experiment.

How the estimated Dd100 of the ODT model is affected by Fs and Qi is shown
in Fig. 6.7. It is apparent that Vo can affect Dd100 as shown in 6.7a. However,
Dd100 is significantly more affected by Qi as seen in Fig. 6.7b.
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(a) The ODT model’s estimation of Dd100 plotted
against Fs from measured flow rates.
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(b) The ODT model’s estimation of Dd100 plotted
against measured Qi .

Fig. 6.7: How estimated Dd100 relates to Fs and Qi at all grid points of the validation experiment.

An example of the computed trajectories is shown in Fig. 6.8 using the last
grid point, where Vu and Vo are the most open. This specific operating con-
dition has Fs = 2.26%, PDR = 1.41, Qi = 0.634L/s, Vu = 80%, and Vo = 97%.

Trajectory A in Fig. 6.8 is computed for a droplet with zero size to have no
settling speed from (4.18), such that the trajectory follows the carrying phase.
Trajectory C is of the smallest droplet that terminates at the hydrocyclone
wall, which is Dd100 , and it is not necessary to compute trajectories of larger
droplets in this operating condition. Trajectory B shows an example of a
trajectory of a droplet with Dd < Dd100 .
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Fig. 6.8: Critical droplet trajectories A, B, and C of three droplets with the diameters 0, 10, and
14µm, respectively. Trajectory A follows the carrying phase, trajectory B reaches and terminates
at z = 0, and trajectory C is the smallest droplet that reaches Rz(z).

6.4 Conclusion

Several unwanted system effects may cause the measured and actual real-
time OiW concentration to diverge. The magnitude of these effects must
be minimized to improve the validation of separation-based hydrocyclone
models, which require thorough preparations of both system and experi-
ment design. Most of the issues are related to the mixture being a two-phase
dispersion that naturally settles and separates in the flow loop. In addi-
tion, the low OiW concentration requires the OiW monitors to be very sen-
sitive to oil content, which introduces issues related to low signal to noise
ratios. A significant challenge of utilizing high sensitivity involves how var-
ious flow conditions affect the OiW measurements, as investigated in [81].
The ODT model was experimentally validated using real-time OiW measure-
ments, which yielded good similarities. The ODT model utilized a mean
droplet size of 25µm, as the real φi was unknown. While the model perfor-
mance was reasonable, future investigations of how different droplet sizes
affect measurements and estimations are valuable and can further strengthen
the validation. A significant difference between measurements and estima-
tion was observed, as the estimated εoil versus Qi approached a plateau,
where measured εoil versus Qi reached a global maximum, in Fig. 6.4. How-
ever, the measured εoil global maximum could be a result of system and
measurement disturbances rather than being a true global maximum. Addi-
tionally, the ODT model predicts the influence of Vo on εoil to be significantly
lower at high Qi. This discrepancy might be caused by how φi is constant for
the model, but varying in the real system.

In summary, the model is deemed valuable for control design purposes,
and other secondary purposes, such as observer-related predictions and gen-
erating data sets for learning-based models.
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Closing Remarks

7.1 Conclusion

In this thesis, the challenges to obtain and validate a generalized control-
oriented grey-box model of a deoiling hydrocyclone are considered. The
main contributions of this work can be summarized to:

• A definition of a versatile control-oriented hydrocyclone model struc-
ture with emphasis on practical implementation.

• A proven modeling approach to obtain a control-oriented hydrocyclone
model.

• An experimental approach to validate separation-based hydrocyclone
models using real-time OiW measurements with emphasis on the chal-
lenges and limitations thereof.

A model structure to estimate the hydrocyclone performance metrics,
based on commanded valve openings, was proposed in Paper A. To bridge
the gap from the actual valve openings to the hydrocyclone flow rates, a VFR
model was proposed. The proposed VFR model was experimentally vali-
dated and successfully estimated how the pressures relate to the hydrocy-
clone flow rates. The underflow and overflow valve systems were separated
into a dynamic and a static part. The dynamic part translates the electrical
valve input into the actual valve opening. The static part is included in the
VFR model as an equation that describes how the actual valve opening relates
to the pressure drop over the valve and the flow rate through the valve.

To estimate separation efficiency as a hydrocyclone performance metric,
a previous ODT model framework from [70] was adapted to be compatible
with the VFR model in Paper B. However, this model structure had significant
limitations, such as being defined with the assumption that Fs is constant. To
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address this, the ODT model was extended and improved in Paper C to be
more accurate in a broader range of operating conditions. The revised ODT
model solves the axial velocity profile using constraints that include Qu and
Qo, effectively making this velocity profile dependent on Fs. Additionally, the
trajectory space was expanded to include the cylindrical hydrocyclone seg-
ment, the computational load was reduced from 1s to 10ms, and the intro-
duction of oil droplets were assumed uniformly distributed in inlet volume
as opposed to inlet area.

Valve models with internal position control are ubiquitous in various pro-
cess industries. As a result, there are several valve models to choose from for
predicting actual valve opening from the commanded valve opening. A dy-
namic pin-cart model was proposed in Paper D to emulate the control valve
from electrical valve input to actual valve opening percentage. The purpose
of the pin-cart model was to describe a non-linear delay when changing di-
rection. An experiment that continuously actuates the valve was used to test
the performance of commonly used valve models, such as FOPDT and stic-
tion, where the pin-cart model had the least estimation error, but also had
the most model parameters.

Experimental validations and the challenges associated with using an
OiW dispersion were addressed in Paper E. Measurements of OiW concen-
trations were obtained from fluorescence-based OiW monitors that were in-
stalled on the hydrocyclone inlet and underflow sidestreams as part of the
modified pilot plant. To improve the quality of the OiW measurements,
two OiW monitors were installed on each sidestream. Additionally, the
sidestream valves were carefully controlled to maintain a constant sidestream
flow rate.

In conclusion, this thesis has combined various control-oriented modeling
methodologies in the pursuit to describe the deoiling performance of a deoil-
ing hydrocyclone. The knowledge of separation performance provided by
the model enables higher-level control strategies to be deployed and defined
based on a desired economic strategy, rather than controlling for intermediate
variables, such as PDR and Hwater. Besides control purposes, the proposed
model may be utilized for its observer-based benefits, as a means to estimate
the current performance to provide reasoning within the topic of FDD. The
potential to lower the environmental footprint and/or reduce the operational
costs can be achieved by plant-wide PWT control if the model proves to be
accurate when implemented into offshore PWT systems.
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7.2 Future Work

It is apparent that advanced models with several intermediate variables can
nearly always benefit from additional validation. This is also the case for the
intermediate variables of the proposed grey-box model. As OiW monitors
are rising in popularity, it is valuable to follow the technological development
of OiW monitors, for measuring droplet sizes and OiW concentration. The
ODT model can be expanded to include effects such as droplet coalescence
and breakup.

To reduce the gap between research and industrial implementation, the
proposed model can be developed into an industrial-grade software tool. The
model can be used in MPC solutions, with the purpose of minimizing cost
while complying with discharge regulations. This involves defining an op-
erational economic cost function and incorporating it in the MPC. Several
operational and economic strategies can be proposed, so that operators may
choose the most compelling strategy, or modify existing ones.
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